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typically have this issue. Cloud-based operating systems such as SaaS or PaaS do, but a new software is unlikely to be on all of your servers. . The real inroads that cybercriminals have made into the technology and financial sector has some of those involved turning to the dark side. The first technique they employ is to compromise the security systems so they can do their dirty work
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Groove. I was lucky enough to catch him at the Wilbur Theatre in Boston last month and he blew me away. At first, I was puzzled by his sound. On hearing him live, his silky smooth sax lines came across like both an old soul and a young jock. This CD is his long awaited debut album. It features Boss Groove's interpretation of some classic songs. This includes a 23-minute version of
"On Broadway" which was recorded in the original Broadway cast recording. Boss Groove writes, "Blues is an insidious, persistent killer of individuality. As a corny, superficial, clichéd gambit, it's the easiest thing to play. With its devilish simplicity, it always appeals to the lowest common denominator. But as a string of timeless truths, it's the only music anyone can ever really play."
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